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We whdty agree with the Rejoinders by Gunning and Findlay in this issue
to the new piece b;J Chichilnisky. However, some remarks are in order.
First, we must re-emphasise with others that the attempt at defense based
on the assertion that we build our critique on *an adjustment process
proposed first by Findlay which is quite different from that in
Chichilnisky (1981)’ [Chichilnisky (1984, sece. 3, below Proposition lU)] is
simply u asustainable. Her original article (p. 171) asserted: ‘It should be
noted that the results of this paper are obtained at equilibria of the model.
Therefore they are independent of the adjustment process followed to attain
equilibrium (our italics).’ Like her, we compared equilibria and found her in
error.
Seconl, it cannot be emphasized enough that Chichilnisky appears to be
confused about shifts in curves and shifts along ;\ curve. A right-ward shift in
the ID@/) curve will imply a simultaneous, opposite shift in the consumption
good demand curve. Both are, of course, compatible with the final
equilibrium showing the quantity traded of the consumption good to be
rising, instead of falling. In fact, tht: correctness of our argument can be easily
established using the so-called resolving eq. (24) and eq. (26) in Chichilnisky (1984). Writing x for pa, eq. (24) is of the form

e signs of R and 6 being oppositti implies that both: roots are real and only
one of them is gssitiue. The positive root is the equilibrium pg.’ Now p is an
Tha Iks arc: due to Ronald Findlay for helpful conversations.
‘Since the constant and second order terms of her resolving quadratic equation are strict@ of
opposite sign, both roots are real, non-zero and only one of 1hem is strictly positive Thus, there
is a urique (rather than at most one) strictly positive root p$. Incidenta!Zy, this shows that
ChichilCnisky (1981, pp. 168-169) was wrong i sserting thaz ‘1~ general thc~e will be two
equilibria for each region for each value of FD cause the solutnox describe a ~~~y~~~i~ of
qgree two’.
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[incar functicrn of P(S) + I@(I’ll)while A and 0 do not depend on it.
11,can be; e&y verified that the ~~s~tjve root p$ (i.e., the equjljbrjum relative
I>rjw of &jcs) increases as I’(N) [and !WKX total worki ~~~~~~ r’(s) +
u~ir i~~~~~~~~
fromourjig. 2 is ~~~~~~~~~~
tUth42E
_+/iWH
~~(~)~ decreases. ;I’~&Y
~~~~~~~~j~~~‘~~
resu&hgeq. (2#),Ek;r~o~~~~t~~~ that WC erred is therefore
jncorr~t.
Chichilnisky points aut that one coUM have parametrized the model by
the equilibrium level of exports X$(S) [ =Xg( )] of basics from the South
it leads to her resolving eq. (26), p&4 X~(~~))+(C+~~(S))- V-0.
in, 3s long as X:(N) does not exceed A) the constant and second order
terms of (26) are of upposite sign* leading ta the co&.~sion that there exists
a unique positive root &. While this is not the same”as shjfting In(N), it is
irly easy to see that as Xi(N) E’ncr~~ses,the positive root Q
~~~crea~esas well. This once again is the orthodox conclusion that an
exopaous increase in the North’s demand for the e~~prts of the South
inxproves the South’s terms of trade.
Third, that equilibrium in this model is unique acd Walrus-stab
tr.nditional sease (and this fact is simply reinforced by the Rybczyns
in hi highly-simpiified variable-facroresupply speci;ll case of the well-known
cmp-Jones ~alysis), is presented by her as if this is a concession made by
ourselves, Findlay, and others, when, in fact, we among others drew attention
to it ourselves to underline the errors of her assertions!
Fourth, she continues to talk about ‘export-led’ policies being analyzed by
her. This is rnsnfused and (confusing. The comparative-statics in her an&-sis
fen to the effects
of
a shift in North’s demand for l-good (no;v
r~~~~stened~ in the Chichilnisky response, as industrial goods when they
xe investmen goods in the original paper). But ‘export-led” growth
strategy oftea refers to a trade strategy where the South’s own policy shifts
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